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Abst rac t
Two experiments vrere conducted investigating the within-rist
massed practice- distributed practice effect (up-op effect).
A model based on aspects of habituation (Hintzman, 1974),

backward memory scan (.lacoby, 1978), and encoding effort
(Johnston & uhl , 1976) was proposed to account for spacing

effects within an encoding variability framework (uetton,
1970; Shaughnessy, 1976). The enersy model described

spacing effects as a product of effortful semantic

processing enjoyed by distributed repetitions. The temporal
proximity of massed repetitions was seen as providing a

recent, task-fulfilling trace of a target word which

obviated futher processing and resulted in an impoverished

memory trace at the second presentation of a target word

(;acoby, 1978). The moder rested on three assumptions.

They are; a) trace 'strength' is a result of total cognitive
energy (effort) arlocated to semantic processing (encoding)

of a to-be-remembered-item (tnnr ), b) at short rag (massed

practice) tne trace resurtant from the first presentation of
an item is present during encoding of the second

presentation of that item, and c) processing effort on the
second presentation of a repeated massed item is subjugated

by task demands and recency of the first presentation of
that item. These assumptions were tesLed in a factorial
cross of spacing and encoding condition which typifies the
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paradigm employed in encoding variabirity studies. subjects
performed orienting tasks on lists of words and were then

tested for retention of the words by recognition (nxperiment

1 ) and recal1 (Experiment Ð. Repeated words were followed
by a different orienting question on the second

presentation, one-hal-f of the time. This comprised the

encoding-different condition. If the second presentation of
a word involved the same orienting task, the condition vras

said to be an encoding-same condition. specific predictions
concerned the presence of spacing main effects, encoding

main effects of some kind, and the critical spacing x

encoding interaction. Results from the recognition
experiment supported the energy moder by showing an increase
in retention for both encoding and spacing. A spacing x

encoding interaction was also present. ÀIthough one

encoding variable vras an ineffectual manipulation,
predictions concerning the ordering of condition scores

based on totar effortful semantic processing were upheld by

the data. Recarr resurts vrere less supportive of the energy

model. Main effects were observed for both the spacing

variable and the encoding variable. The predicted
interaction was not present. Distributed items benefited as

much from variable encoding as did massed items.

Predictions based on total effortfur semantic processing

were not supported. The existence of retention measure
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differences (recognition versus recall) under identicar
learning conditions prompted a restatement of the energy

model which addressed retrieval differences and how various
memory measures may access memory traces in a differential
manner (craik, 1981¡ Glenberg & smith, 1981). Recognition

tests are seen as removing much of the advantage of

distributed learning. Recall is seen as a cue-scarce

retrievar environment where varied encoding context and

distributed repetition have independent, but additive,
effects. suggestions are made for future research as a
replication and extension of this project as welr as fo¡:

more general questions posed by the within-list Mp-Dp

effect.
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Cognitive Effort, Encoding Variability, and Spacing Effects:
À Semantic Habituation Model

For once presented rists where some items are repeated,

memory performance following distributed practice (op) has

consistently been shown to exceed memory performance

following massed practice (up). The robustness and

generality of the within-tist massed practice-distributed
practice (up-op) effect is werl documented (Hintzman, 1974;

underwood, 1970). The term spacing effect has often been

used interchangeably with Mp-Dp effect in such situations.
However, a distinction must be drawn between two types of

spacing effect: The MP-DP effect, and the lag effect
(Hintzman, 1974i Underwood, Kapelak, & MaImi, 197û.

The MP-DP effect refers to situations where repetition of

a stimurus item occurs with either no intervening stimulus
(¡tp) or with a minimum of one intervening stimulus (op).

Distributed practice is variously reported in terms of

average elapsed time or average Iag. Lag refers to the

number of intervening stimuli between successive

presentations of the same stimulus item. The 1ag effect
refers to the relationship between a measure of retrieval
and the number of interpolated stimuri; thus, retrieval is
reported as a function of 1ag. À lag of zero is
functionally equivalent to MP, while lag reported as a
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number of interpolated stimuri represents a breakdown of Ðp.

Memory scores from lag studies typicarly yierd a negatively
accelerated increasing function with retention increasing as

lag increases. Such functions asymptote at about 10-15

itemsr or 15-20 seconds. whire similarities exist among

these concepts, the lag effect is not as general as the

MP-DP effect (Hintzman, 1974). under certain experimentar

conditions the two terminologies may be equated. In the

forrowing discussion the term spacing effect wirr be used to
refer to those situations whereby the two effects are

considered equivalent.

The finding that DP produces higher retention than Mp,

when holding number of repetitions constant, has received

much attention. In his review of the spacing effect
Hintzman (1974) considered several possible expranations for
the superiority of retention under Dp conditions. The

explanations may be grouped as Lo whether the mechanism

thought responsibre for the spacing effect is of a voÌuntary
or an involuntary nature. voluntary mechanisms included the

attenuation of attention hypothesis and several of a class
of encoding variability hypotheses. rnvoluntary mechanisms

included an habituation model and consoridation theory.
Despite Hintzman's precaution that little evidence supported

a voluntary mechanism expranation, and his desire to see

involuntary process expJ-anations considered by cognitive
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psychologists, the major thrust of research investigating
spacing effects has remained focused on voruntary processes

in general, and on encoding variability in particular.

consideration of spacing effects under variable encoding

models invorves attempts to produce situations whereby Mp

items and DP items evidence statistically indistinguishable
memory scores. This attenuation of spacing effects must be

brought about by enhanced memory for Mp items due to some

specific experimental manipulation. This situation is
desired both because it may provide parameters to the

spacing effect and may erucidate some critical factor which

gives rise to the effect. Generally, researchers have

attempted to manipulate encoding of stimurus, number of
repetitions of stimulus, and lag or Mp-Dp. The majority of
research in this area has not shown satisfactorily
attenuated spacing effects, and has led to conclusions that
enhanced recall under Dp conditions is not due to variable
encoding.

Recently, Jacoby (1978; cuddy & Jacoby, 19gz) has offered
an expranation of spacing effects based on intra-rist
forgetting and reconstruction of encoding sorutions. This
paper wiII combine Jacoby's construction hypothesis

mechanics with the work of Johnston and uhl (1976) on

encoding effort. Johnston and uhl (1976) proposed an effort
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moder which combined habituation notions and attentional
resources to provide a processing account of spacing

effects. Discussion of encoding variabirity, construction,
habituation, and effort shall center on the rerative
contributions of each to an energy account of processing

activities invorved in producing spacing effects. The first
section is a review of encoding variabirity studies.
section two is devoted to some theoretical imprications for
memory traces and processing tasks. The third section
develops Jacoby's (1978) reconstruction hypothesis and

habi tuat íon/ef. f ort theory (Hintzman, i97 4; Johnston 6. uhl ,

1976). Similarities among the perspectives will be

emphasized. The rast section is devoted to development of
an enerqv model which incorporates various aspects of the
aforementioned perspectives. centrar to the thesis are the
ideas that; a) trace 'strength' is a result of total
cognitive energy (effort) arlocated to semantic þrocessing
(encoding) of an item, b) at short rag (and Mp) the trace
resultanL from the first presentation (pl) of an item is
present during encoding of the second presentation (pz) of
that item, and c) processing effort on the second

presentation @2) of a repeated item is subjugated by task
demands and recency of p1 (first presentation) during
acquisition of to-be-remembered-items (rgnf s) .
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Encodinq Variabilitv

The encoding variability expranation of spacing effects
(uerton, 1970) has dominated spacing effect literature, but

has produced few satisfactory results (sird, Nicholson, &

Ringer, 1978; Maskarinec & Thompson, 1976; Shaughnessy,

1976). The rogic of encoding variabirity is thatr âs the
intervars between successive presentations of a TBRI

increase, the greater the likelihood of encoding that rBRr

in a different manner. This differential encoding may

incrude temporal, semantic, or other contextual elements.

The result of differential encoding v¡as thought to produce

either; a) more independent traces of a TBRI which summate,

thus raising its probability of recarr, or b) more paths or
cues to one trace which again wourd increase the probabirity
of recarr for a given item. The introduction of two

different encoding tasks in a Mp situation shourd induce

subjects to encode differentially, thereby resurting in
attenuation of spacing effects by the erevation of memory

performance on MP items to the level observed for Dp items.

control over variation in encoding is brought about by

the use of semantic orienting tasks. The orienting task
(Craik & Tu1ving, 1975; Jacoby, Craik, & Begg,1g7g) is used

to drive subjects' cognitive systems to encode items in a

particurar manner. semantic orienting tasks include¡ yes/no
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judgments, providing definitions, constructing sentences,
producing free associates, describing simirarities among or

differences between two words (rerational processing), and a

variety of rating scares using either a Likert-type scare or
a biporar scale. Much debate has centered on the degree of
control an orienting task exerts over a subject's encoding
(CoItheart, 1977; Jacoby, Craik, & Begg, 197g¡ postman,

Thompkins, & Gray, 1978). Although variation in encoding

among subjects is largely uncontrollabre (not the reast of
which may be accounted for by what 'activation' of a concept
means between subjects), it is generally agreed that
semantic orienting tasks ensure that a particular type of
processing or trace attribute is present in subjects' memory

trace, irrespective of any incidentar eraboration on the
part of subjects (elias & perfetti, 1973; McMurray &

McIntyre, 1981).

To irlustrate the effect on a memory trace of a semantic

orienting task consider the situation whereby a subject is
presented a simple orienting task to be performed on a given
TBRI. The trace resultant from this task wiIl be a
murticomponent bundle of attributes (tulving & watkins,
1975i underwood, 1969). craik and his associates (craik &

Lockhart, 1972; craik &'Tulving, 197s; Jacoby & craik, 197g)

refer to a memory trace as a record of the

perceptuar/cognitive analyses performed at the registration
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of an item. Rose (1984) maintains that a trace consists of
some element of the nature of the stimurus, the processing

operations carried out on that stimulus, and a variety of
contextual elements (cf. Glenberg, 1979¡ Glenberg & Smith,

1981). The trace resurtant from performing orienting task

A, for example, results in a minimum of three separable

components; a) some generar featural elemenÈ of semantic

access, b) some processing pathway specific to the cognitive
operations required to fulfilr the orienting activity, and

c) some primary attribute that is a direct resurt of the

processing path and is associated to the TBRI.

The investigation of spacing effects within an encoding

variability framework involves variants of a basic paradigm

employing a minimum of two variables; a) spacing and b)

encoding condition. spacing may be simpre massed versus

distributed presentation or may consist of several lag

intervals. Encoding conditions can minimally be described

by an encoding-same condition and an encoding-different
condition where either one or two orienting tasks are

presented at successive presentations of TBRIs. The

dependent measure is some form of retention test. Results

from studies testing the above logic are rargery ambiguous,

and not generally favourabre to an encoding variability
expranation of spacing effects (eira et êf, 1978; Hintzman,

197 4; l'{askar inec 5. Thompson , 197 6; Shaughnessy , 197 6) . The
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reasons appear to be twof old; a) type of experiment.al

materials used, and b) organízational and rist factors
resultant from the orienting tasks employed.

À large portion of the riterature concerned with encoding

variability has used homographs as TBRrs (Davis, Lockhart, &

Thompson, 1972¡ Gartman & Johnson, 1972; Johnston, coots, &

Flickinger, 1972; Thios, 1972; Winograd & Raines,197Z).
This early research followed the togic that biasing
subsequent massed presentations of a homograph (..g., RING

as in wedding; and RING as in belI) should provide

sufficient differentiar encoding so as to attenuate spacing

effects. In virtuarry alr of these experiments spacing

effects l¡ere found for same-encoding conditions, and the

spacing effect was not attenuated on the basis of Mp

equivalence on differentially encoded items. The use of
homographs has since been deemed an inappropriate test of
encoding variability exp]-anations of the spacing effect
(t'laskarinec & Thompson, 1976; Rose, 1980, 1994). Eliciting
two different semantic senses of a word is nominally
identical to presenting two different words. The

expectation that variable semantic senses should summate on

the basis of orthographic similarity is spurious (cf. Reder,

Ànderson, & Bjork, 1974).
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consideration of organizational and rist factors centers
on a predilection on the part of some researchers to use

rating scal-es in variabre encoding studies. À series of
similar experiments, which ar1 faired to find effects of
variable encoding, employed rating scales as orienting tasks
(Bird et âf, 1978; Shaughnessy, 1976¡ young & BeLlezza,

1982). À11 of these studies lrere a variation of the same

basic paradigm. variables manipurated were same versus

different semantic encoding tasks and Mp versus Dp. The

semantic orienting tasks used in all three experiments vlere

rating scales on such dimensions asi pleasantness,

imageability, size, active/passive, etc. same-encoding

conditions consisted of apprying the same rating scale to a

target item each time it was presented. variable encoding

conditions required a change in rating scale from one

presentation of a TBRI to its next presentation. Resurts
from these experiments vrere either equivocal or showed a

superiority for same task encoding.

The use of within-list rating
potentially biasing factor which

artefactual. Shaughnessy (197G)

that applying a rating scale to
the adoption of some standard by

items. That standard may be in
other list items. Thus the use

scales produces a

may cause data to be

and Rose (1984) point out

a series of items requires

which to rate ensuing

the form of comparison to
of a rating scale may
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produce intra-Iist, inter-item associations. AIso, the
rating task itself may become a mediator for recall of
TBRrs. The repetition of a TBRI in the same encoding

conditions of these experiments may serve to strengthen
inter-item associations and/or Iist mediators. Any

beneficiar effects of variable encoding may be obfuscated if
the strengthening of inter-item associations is a more

sal-ient cue for recall- than the aspects of a trace resurtant
from variable encoding. presumabry the variabry encoded

items did not enjoy the same effects of rist mediators as

did the homogeneous task items. A lack of attention paid to
orienting tasks, possible interactions between tasks ¡ ot
between task and list, seems to characterize research

pertaining to the additivity of differential semantic

processing.

The inescapeabre conclusion of the above discussion is
that spacing effects cannot be overcome by variable encoding

manipulations r¡hen identical tasks are used under massed and

distributed conditions. Similar conclusions have been drawn

on the basis of variable encoding studies (nira et al, 1979¡

Maskarinec & Thompson, 1976¡ Shaughnessy, 197il. while
variabre encoding, as conceptuarized by Melton (1970), may

be deemed an inadequate account of spacing effects, the
variabre encoding methodology may serve as an effective
instrument in the investigation of effort, or habituation,
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models. The issue of task overlap and specific effects of
orienting tasks must first be addressed.

Trace Implications of Àdditive processinq

The term task overlap (Grenberg 6, smith, 1991) refers to
the number of processes two (or more) tasks share, and or
the number of common attributes evoked. rn consideration of
task overlap and task serection vis-a-vis effort, discussion
wiIl be confined to tasks that represent the semantic domain

of processing (craik & Lockhart , 1972). Àtthough highry
effortfu|nonsemantic' tasks are available they do not read

to high levers of recalr. whire pure nonsemantic processing

is probably a misnomer, orienting tasks which stress
semantic aspects of word concepts are thought to read to
higher levers of retention because they are 'natural' units
of remembrance (Postman et âr, 1977). The statement that
effórt leads to high retention has considerable evidence
(auble & Franks, 1978; Johnston & UhI, 1976). However,

McMurray and Mclntyre (1981) irrustrated that within the
semantic domain of processing, there exists an ordinal
depthr âs defined by progressivery more difficult semantic

tasks. using a procedure previousry employed by seamon and

Virostek (1978) to independentry estabrish depth across

domains (shalrow physicar to deep semantic), McMurray and

Mcrntyre established depth within the semantic domain with
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cognitive effort the predictor of both depth and

retent iveness,

McMurray and Mcrntyre (1981) had subjects practice nine

semantic orienting tasks and then judge the relative
difficulty of each task. The resurtant rank order of task

difficulty v¡as thought to be an indicant of amount of
cognitive effort. This ordinar scare was used to predict
the rank order of recalI scores by groups of subjects who

performed one of the tasks in an incidentar learning study.

Recarl protocols supported the predictions derived from the

ordinal depth rankings. Although McMurray and Mclntyre
termed the rank ordering of tasks a semantic continuum, the

concept implied may be misreading. McMurray and Mcrntyre

did "confirm the hypothesis that within a singre domain

greater depth of processing, as defined by tasks involving
progressively deeper cognitive analyses, is associated with
higher levers of retention (1981 , p211)." what has not been

shown is whether the deepest semantic anarysis incorporates
all the attributes (or retrievability) of less deep semantic

anaryses. can performance of two shallow semantic anaryses

summate to produce higher recarr than a single deep anarysis
or a repeated and redundant deep analysis? In the true
sense of depth of processing, additional analyses at a

shallower depth cannot enhance reca11.
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Klein and saltz (1976) conducted an incidentar learning
experiment quite similar to those of shaughnessy (1976),

Bird et al (1976), and young and Bellezza (1982) with the
exception that all presentations of TBRIs were massed. The

experiment involved the use of rating scales and, as such,

is subject to the previous criticisms of said tasks. what

makes the Klein and saltz (1976) study interesting is that
the rating tasks vrere pretested for orthogonality. prior to
the experiment, Klein and saltz had an independent group of
subjects rate the simirarity between several bipotar rating
scales. Resultant correÌations yielded a scale of
orthogonality between dimensions which vrere either high,
medium, or low. rn the ensuing experiment, Klein and sartz
had subjects perform either one or two rating tasks on a

given TBRI. Arr subjects performed alr tasks on the rist
and there vrere five different tasks. (rhe use of five tasks
on a list of twenty-four items may have decreased inter-item
associations when compared with using two tasks on a forty
item list. while this may be seen as enhancing the design

of the study, it does not precl-ude criticism on the basis of
task factors.) Basic comparison concitions were recall
scores for items which received one orienting task versus

those which received two orienting tasks. Additionarly, the
strength of the correlation between tasks in the two task
conditions was of primary interest. Results showed that
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recarl for the two task condition exceeded recall for the
one task condition. Further, there $ras a systematic
increase in recarr among the two task conditions as

orthogonality between dimensions increased. Thus Klein and

saltz showed beneficial effects of differentiar encoding in
a MP situation.

Grenberg and smith (1981) arso used rating scares in an

incidentar study with additional contrors. They provided

subjects with a standard to use when applying rating scares
to decrease inter-item associations. To further enhance the
distinctiveness of differentiarly encoded v¡ords one half of
each repetition pair was presented in a different modarity
(visual and aural). Thus, their same-encoded items

consisted of performing the same task in the same modality
whire different-encoded items received two different tasks
in two different modarities. Grenberg and smith conducted

both a recall and a recognition experiment.

The recall experiment yielded main effects of spacing and

encoding but no interaction. The recognition study revealed
both main effects and the desired spacing x encoding

interaction. Given that recognition rates vrere very high
for both differentiarry encoded conditions, Glenberg and

smith repricated the recognition study and imposed further
controls to rule out a ceiling effect. They increased the
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distractor to target ratio and instituted a 24-hour

retention interval. overall performance was depressed but
data patterns were identicar. Despite appearing to an

expranation apart from encoding variabirity, the methodology

and manipulations emproyed y¡ere simirar. This study shall
be considered fu.rther in the discussion section.

Construction, Habituation, and Effort

rt is generally accepted Lhat some deficient registration
of a TBRI at P2 is the locus of the spacing effect
(Hintzman, 1974; Jacoby, 197B). This assumption derives
from rack of evidence for disruption of consolidation of p1

(ajork & Arren, 1970; Hintzman, Block, & summers, 1973) and

the observation that spacing effects are probabry due to
some set of deleterious circumstances under Mp conditions
rather than some advantage enjoyed under Dp conditions
(underwood, 1970). Given the assumption of deficient
registration at P2, any theory attempting to account for
spacing effects must use Mp conditions as a starting point.

Jacoby (1978) and Cuddy and Jacoby (1982) posit
processes that operate during the acquisition phase

incidental learning study. The first is a backward

through recent episodic memory. The second is a

construction process which furfirrs task demand.s of
experiment, whether they be simply the registration

two

of an

scan

an

ofa
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TBRr in an undirected acquisition task or the answering of a

specific orienting question. The result of construction is
the f ormation of a memory trace. ÀÈ p1 (new r+ord) it is
supposed that only construction takes place. Àt p2 the

recognition of a repeated item initiates the scanning

process. This process performs a quick backward scan

through recent memory and attempts to locate the trace
resultant from processing at p1. under Mp conditions, or at
short Iag, the scan witt be successfur and the results of
the previous perceptuar/cognitive anaryses performed on the

TBRr may be accessed and used to fulfilr current task
demands. As rag increases, the scanning process is unable

to contact the P1 trace and the resurts of the initial
construction process cannot be brought to bear on the

current problem (i.e., satisfying p2 encoding, or task,
requirements). When the scan is unsuccessful,
reconstruction of an 'encoding soLution' results (Jacoby,

1978).

Jacoby (1978) offers the forrowing exampre of how a p1

trace can furfill P2 demands. suppose you are asked to find
the sum of three numbers. Àfter you have added the three
numbers and responded r+ith the sum, you are immediately
presented the same three numbers and the same task of adding

them. The type of processing performed on the second

presentation wirl be the recarr of the previous solution.
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Thus the second presentation of a TBRI in a massed practice
situation is tantamount to maintenance rehearsal- of the

results of the anaryses performed at p1 (cuaay & Jacoby,

1982). In Jacoby's words, "...the processing of a first
presentation of a word makes available an appropriate
encoding and thereby trivialízes the processing associated
with the second presentation of the word (1978, p650)." rn

terms of the arithmetic analogy above, repetition of an

identicar probrem at long lag requires reperforming the

addition operations. The act of reconstructing the sorution
to the problem at long lags enhances retention to a greater
degree than does recall of a previous sorution at short lags
(;acoby, 1978).

The reconstruction hypothesis of Jacoby (1978) and cuddy

and Jacoby (1982) share many features with an habituation
moder as conceptualized by Hintzman. The purpose of the

following discussion is to attempt to clarify the

reconstruction hypothesis vis-a-vis habituation, and to
derineate the relative contributions of voruntary and

invorunLary processes by incorporating the concepts of
encoding effort (Johnston & UhI , 1976) and encoding

variability (uelton , 1970). At the outset it was mentioned

that Hintzman (1974) caLegorized competing explanations of
spacing effects as to whether the mechanism thought
responsibre was of a voruntary or involuntary nature. of
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aIl the proferred explanations, Hintzman chose an

habituation model as holding the most promise. "The

habituation hypothesis I put at the top of the list partry
as an act of perverse defiance of the zeitgeist with its
current ernphasis on control-process explanations, and partly
because it seems to have at least as much chance of being
correct as any of the other hypotheses under consideration
(Hintzman, 1974, p97) ."

The assertion by Jacoby (1978), v¡ith respect to the
immediate repetition of a word and the processing performed

at P2 (recall), that, "a fuI1 repetition of the processing

activity may be difficult, if not impossible, to accomprish

without some delay... (p649) " appears to imply some

invoruntary process governing the effect prior presentation
(P1) has on p2 processing. Hintzman's (1974) explanation of
an habituation moder arso considers the locus of spacing
effects to lie at p2. under such a moder an internal
representation of the TBRr, which has achieved some revel of
activation, becomes adapted, reading to a decrease in the
probability of estabrishing a new trace or a decrease in any

additionar strength p2 may add to p1 in a Mp situation. For

P2 to enhance retention of a TBRI it must be presented after
recovery of the system from p1 (as specified by some

temporal gradient ) . Hintzman v¡arns that this type of
habituation cannot be equated to animar behaviour studies
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which view habituation as a product of the neural refractory
period. Unfortunately, f.or a purist's conception of
habituation, the recovery period must be set at about

fifteen seconds to account for observed spacing effects.
This intervar is suspiciousl-y tike the extent of short-term,
or primary memory, the buffer through which Jacoby's

backward scanning process operates.

Jacoby (1978) agrees that the locus of spacing effects
are at registration of P2 and that it is impossible to
ignore the highly primed, or adapted, solution of p1

encoding when encountering P2 in a Mp situation. He states:
"Àlthough I agree with claims of the habituation hypothesis,
what is habituation? That is, what processes are involved
in habituation?....Perhaps a habituated stimurus is one for
which an encoding can be remembered rather than constructed
(1978, p660)." While it is agreed that the process

governing the effects of P1 on p2 are of an involuntary
nature, the classification of these processes remains

unclear. Hintzman (1974) argues for nonvol_itional

hard-wired habituation with a recovery period while Jacoby

(1978) argues for nonvolitional control processes. The

exLent to which Jacoby's reconstruction hypothesis can be

considered an habituation model becomes moot. Both

perspectives adhere to the notion that, at short I.g, the

trace of a previous encoding (pl) is available at p2, and
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that contact with p1 subjugates encoding processes at p2.

Predictions for an Mp-Dp study are identicar despite the
fact that habituation views contact with the p1 trace at pz

as a product of some energy of activation persisting forward
through time from p1 (temporar gradient of recovery) while
reconstruction views contact with the p1 trace as a product
of a search process operating backward through time and

initialized at p2 (backward scan). For purposes of this
paper the concept of adaptation to an activated stimurus,
coupred with the mechanics of backward scanning and

construction, form a solid theoretical base for an energy,
or effort, explanation of spacing effects.

Energy of activation and encoding effort are inextricably
intertwined with the temporal gradient of recovery ¡ oÍ time
of adaptation. Àrternatery, the ability of a p1 trace to
aid P2 processing is bounded by the extent of primary memory

and dependent upon the non-erasure of p1 from working

memory. Thus, when P2 closely forlows p1, construction does

not occur and recall of p1 substitutes for additional
processing at P2. The construction process is more

beneficial to the enhancement of a trace or the retentive
ability of a TBRI than is the recarl process (cuddy 6,

Jacoby, 1982¡ Rose, 1gg4). The basis for this statement
derives from measures of encoding effort.
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Johnston and Uhl (1976) proposed a model which

incorporated aspects of a voluntary attention theory and an

habituation theory, ca1Ied effort theory, to account for
spacing effects. The voluntary attention aspects wirl be

largely ignored here as they pertain to particurar aspects

of methodology which do not contribute to the present modeI.

Johnston and UhI asserted that "[a]ccording to effort
theory, memory for an item is positivery correlated with the
total volume of processing accorded the item (1976, p153)."
rn accordance with habituation, effort theory maintains that
initiar presentation of an item (pl ) receives some base

level of activation (in a semantic sense). Given the

immediate presence of P2, Pz al-one cannot raise that leve1

of activation, but can only serve to prorong that same level
of activation. This prorongation of activation does not

enhance memory (Craik & Tulving, 1975; Lockhart, Craik, &

Jacoby, 1976). Às the interval between p1 and p2 increases,
activation of P1 lessens, and energy or effort to reactivate
(or partiarry reactivate) a concept at p2 increases from

zero (up) toward base level (Dp). Thus the totar effort
required to activate a TBRÏ at both p1 and p2 varies with
the P1-P2 intervar, and this totaÌ effort is responsible for
the memorability of the TBRI.

Johnston and Uhl (1976) tested effort theory as an

account of spacing effects using a dual-task paradigm.
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spaced and massed items were presented in a continuous

recognition task. subsidiary tone signals were interspersed
throughout the rist. Reaction-time (nr) to the tone was

used as a measure of cognitive effort being arlocated to the
TBRI at the time of. the tone. Longer RT implied greater
processing effort (see Kerr, 1973, for a review). Reaction

times were correrated to free recarr scores on a subsequent

memory test. Results revealed that RT systematicarly
decreased for massed repetitions and increased for spaced

repetitions. Combined with the observation of Dp

superiority in recarl protocors, Johnston and uhr made a

strong case for processing effort as the prime determinant
of recallability. The spacing effect in continuous
recognition tasks has arso been observed by several other
experimenters (Hintzman, 1969¡ Okada , 1972; Rose , 1gg4)

although these studies did not use dual-task paradigms.

Rose (1984) operationalized Jacoby's (1978¡ Cuddy &

Jacoby, 1982) forgetting of p1 (failure of scanning process)

in terms of time taken to process p2, and used specific
orienting questions for each TBRI in a spacing paradigm. He

reasoned that processing time for repetitions shourd

increase as the the P1-pz intervar increases, and that this
increase would be a measure of the accessibility of the p1

trace at P2. Ìn addition, the increase in processing time

should be positively correlated to memory for those
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repetitions. Manipurated variables included spacing and

same versus different encoding conditions. orienting tasks
were specific questions (yes/no) regarding some attribute of
the stimulus item. Dependent variables of interest v¡ere

processing time for repetitions and recognition hit rates
derived from judgment of frequency measures (proctor, 1977).

rn a second experiment a free recalr task was introduced
prior to frequency judgments.

In both experiments processing time for differentiarry
encoded items was significantry slower than processing time
for same encoding items at alr lags. There sras, however, a

significant decrease in RT from p1 to pz for same encoded

iterns at a lag of 40 items. rhis faciritory effect was not
observed by Hintzman (1969), Johnston and uhl (197û, or
okada (1971). None of these ratter studies maniputated
encoding.

Recognition scores from both the initial study and the
reprication yielded identicar patterns of resurts: spacing
effects were observed for the same encoding condition, but
were not present for the different encoding condition.
These results gave rise to the critical encoding x spacing
interaction (nira et â1, 1978; Rose, 1990; shaughnessy,

1976). Further, the interaction was brought about by Mp

item equivalence (to ¡p) on differentialry encoded items.
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Free recall scores from the second experiment yierded a

similar pattern of results with the exception that the
encoding x spacing interaction was borderline (p<.06).

while Rose (1984) satisfactoriry attenuated spacing

effects within a variable encoding framework, and observed

identical results in both recognition and recall (cf.
Glenberg & smith, 1981) , the rationare followed was strictly
that of reconstruction (Jacoby, 1978). That is,
accessibility to P1 is determined by task overtap. This
differs substantially from the current proposal that
accessibitity is guaranteed at short lag and additionar
processing effort accounts for both increased processing

time and increased retentiveness. Rose (1994) does agree

that increased processing time implies increased effort,
but, under a strict reconstruction view, inaccessibility is
guided by P1 .being an inappropriate trace for facilitation
of P2 encoding.

Àn Energy Model
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interpretation of incidental learning studies where

orienting tasks are emproyed. The probrems proposed by task
selection in variabre encoding studies are intertwined with
the proposed semantic habituatíon/reconstruction model and

the hypothetical composition of a memory trace. À11 are
integral to the thesis of this paper. The following
discussion wilr clarify the effects of p1 processing on p2

processing in a massed practice situation.

cuddy and Jacoby (1982) maintain that repetition can

produce a strength-like effect on memory but "[aJny
strengthening effect wirl be rimited to those operations
that are actually repeated" at time of pz processing (pa6a).

They suggest that a readily accessible p1 trace reads to
"the 'dropping out' of some encoding operations and,

thereby, a more impoverished trace (p464)." The extension
of this argument forms the basis of the present model to
account for variable encoding tasks in a Mp situation.
whire cuddy and Jacoby hint at the possibility of the p1

trace partiarrv futfilling p2 encoding reguirements, they
never state expricitly the possibirity that recal_r of the p1

trace may not fully satisfy the processing requirements at
P2. when the P1 trace does not contain sufficient
attributes to satisfy p2 processing, some additionar
processing, or construction, must take place and must

involve effort ( i.e., cognitive energy). Given the
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assumption of this paper that memorabirity of an item is a

function of the amount of effortful processing performed,

then any additionar processing performed at p2 must improve

retenÈion beyond that of a once-presented TBRI (using same

task at P1 ).

The sum total of energy required to estabrish a trace may

be carled cognitive effort. Immediately upon estabrishment
of the trace, the trace may variously be said to be

activated (Johnston & uhI, 1976), adapted (Hintzman, 1974)

or readily accessible (.:acoby, 1979). When the same

encoding task is presented at p2, in a variable encoding

study under MP conditions, the resurt is the situation
described earrier; i.e., no further processing need take
place save the recarr of an highry accessibre (activated)
trace which completely fulfirls the task-specific demands of
the experiment. when a different encoding task is reguired
at P2, a portion (or all) of the p1 trace may be used to aid
P2 processing. rf, however, the p2 task is sufficiently
different from the pl task, then some additional processing
will be needed beyond that which can be suppried through
contact v¡ith the recent trace of p1. rn terms of effort
theory, a different task at p2 shourd raise the level of
activation of the P1 trace and require some additionar
quantum of cognitive energy, thus increasing the effort put
into formation of the trace and contribute to its retentive
ability (Johnston & Uhl , 1976).
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The degree to which p2 encoding can elevate the

activation energy of p1 requires careful consideration of
task selection and delineation of which aspects of a p1

trace that may be used to aid processing at p2. consider
first the effects of the above exampre in a Dp situation.
when either the same encoding task or a different encoding

task is presented at P2, the backward scanning process wilr
fair to contact the P1 trace and construction wirl occur
(cuday & Jacoby, 1982). Effort wirr be appried to arl three
components previousry conceptualized as the minimum

attributes of a trace (semantic access, processing path, and

primary attribute). Thus, more energy is necessarily given

over to processing in a Dp situation than in a Mp situation.
suppose that two tasks can be found which share no aspect of
either processing operation or primary attribute evoked for
a given TBRI. under Mp conditions , then, the onry factor
from the P1 trace which may aid p2 processing is the factor
which has been called semantic access, that is, some basal
definition of a concept which ar-rows a starting point for
further processing. under such an assumption the effects of
spacing of repetitions would be due sorery to the additional
effort (activation energy) required for semantic access in
DP. conversery, spacing effects are due to the inability to
reactivate the general featural elements of a TBRr at p2 in
a massed situation.
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The view that processing effort is solery responsibre for
memorability affords some additional predictions concerning
the interactive effects of spacing and variabre encoding on

memory. FirsL, the energy moder predicts, in common with
encoding variability theory, that differentially encoded

items wilr enjoy superiority in memory over same-task

encoded items under MP conditions. This result has been

reliabry observed under conditions of strict attention to
task factors (t<lein & Saltz, 1976i Rose, 1990, 1994).

Second, the energy model predicts no differences in
retention for DP items regardress of encoding conditions.
this prediction derives from the combination of two

assumptions; a) at rong Iag construction takes prace due to
fairure to contact the p1 trace, and b) totar effort is
responsible for memorability. some support may be craimed

for this prediction from the resurts of Bird et ar (191g,

experiment II), Rose (1984), and Shaughnessy (1976,

experiment Ir), arthough it should be noted that this
measure was not a measure of interest and vras not reported
post hoc in any of the experiments. Às suchr Do statistical
varidity can be attached to it and support is craimed on the
basis of visual inspection. À potential rider to this
prediction is required for the possibre situation whereby

spaced items receiving two 'sharrow' semantic tasks were

compared with spaced items receiving two 'deep' semantic
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tasks (cf. McMurray & Mcrntyre, 1981 ). It is surprising,
however, that with the previous reriance on encoding

variability as the determinant mechanism for spacing

effects, predictions were not made concerning the ordering
of memory scores for Dp items which had been encoded

differentially versus those which had been encoded with the
same task. Given the assumption that differentiar encoding

enhances memory for Mp itemsr êR encoding variability
perspective should predict that clifferentially encoded Dp

items should show enhanced memory performance over Dp

same-encoded items.

The third prediction afforded by the present modet is
that if one systematically varies encoding task overlap
(similarity) under Mp, encoding effort wirr systematicalty
vary, and wilr be reflected by a systematic increase in
retention with decreasing similarity among experimental Mp

conditions. Àrthough this type of resul-t can be seen in the
rerevant literature, it has not been tested, nor alluded to,
as a significant aspect of the investigation of spacing

effects.

when testing spacing effects the assumption is that one

is concerned vrith the summation of memory tracesr or more

precisely, the summation of encoding processes and their
reration to memory. The following experiments varied
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encoding task overlap across spacing intervars and measured

concomitant memory in recognition and recarl. Measures of
RT latency y¡ere also recorded for the recognition
exper iment .

Experiment I

The manipuration of task overlap in Experiment I was

derived from definition of the minimum components of a

memory trace resultant from a semantic orienting task;
generar semantic activation, procedural or processing

requirements, and a specific primary attrib.ute (endpoint of
orienting task). The manipuration of the first factor,
semantic activation, is tantamount to using homographic

materials, and although armost every word has more than one

semantic sense (Reder et al, 1974) care was taken that that
onry one specific sense of a word was used (including the
use of transitive verbs). The remaining two components

(processing path and primary attribute) were combined

factorially to induce variation in encoding. The resurts of
the factorial combination are that on the second

presentation of a TBRI one may encounter one of four
situations: Processing operation same, primary attribute
same (oses); processing operation same , ptimary attribute
different (osed) ; processing operation different, primary
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attribute same (oaes); or, processing operation different,
primary attribute different (odÀd). Ty¡o types of processing

tasks y¡ere used, one involving generation of a specific
attribute of a TBRr (u.g., KING: what does he wear on his
head?), the other involving a basic comparison or checking
operation (..g., KING: Does he wear a crown?).

rn terms of a network moder such as Ànderson's (1976) act
model, the components of the trace may be seen as the
activated semantic and lexical aspects of the word and their
association to the attribute evoked. subsequent to
nonvoritional spreading activation from the primary node

(rnRr ) , the orienting activity will focus cognitive energy

in a direction specific to the furfirrment of the task.
Thus, what has here been carled the primary attribute wirl
enjoy a prepotent activation and connection to the TBRI. rn
repetition conditions, dependent on the second task, the
trace r.ras either strengthened in terms of pathway or
attribute, ot the trace was elaborated by virtue of
differentiar operations or attributes. Retrieval depended

on the intersection of activation between the TBRI and the
experimentar context (i.e., the result of the orienting
activity).

The predictions of the energy model may take on heuristic
value when contrasted with traditionar models. A pure
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memory trace strength model where strength increases with
frequency or strength is added onty wittr repeated operations
would predict DP superiority in memory and decreasing memory

performance within DP conditions as encoding variation
increases. À strict variable encoding moder wourd predict
no effect of spacing and a systematic increase in memory

performance as encoding variation increases. within the
proposed paradigm, the energy moder predicts overall Dp

superiority and that differentiar encoding wirl enhance

retention of MP items only. Essentiarly these predictions
mean that spacing effects wirl be partial]-y attenuated on

the basis of MP variabry encoded item superiority over the
MP same encoding condition, and that differential encoding

will not benefit DP items. The prediction that Dp same and

variabry encoded items will evidence statisticarly
equivalent recognition scores implies acceptance of the nurl
hypothesis. while no criticar statement can be made if this
result obtains, the a priori prediction of statistical
equivalence can only enhance the energy model.

The statusr or worth, of reaction-time measures in this
paradigm is uncrear. The measures of processing time

reported earrier arr came from the acquisition phase of
incidental learning studies or from continuous recognition
paradigms. rn this study the RT data v¡as measured. at time

of memory test. Hintzman (1969) measured recognition RTs in
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a continuous recognition task in which the p1-pz interval
$ras varied ( 1 , 2, 4, 8, or 16 items) but the p2-p3 intervar
was herd constant (16 items). Resurts showed p2 RT

latencies increased with increased spacing. The p3 RT

Ìatencies, however, decreased as a function of the p1-pz

intervar with p1-p2 massed items being the srowest to be

recognized. rn a similar study, okada (1971) varied both
the P1-Pz lag and the p2-p3 rag. He found that RT increased
for both P2 and p3 as Iag increased. okada suggested a

trace strength interpretation of his results, but given that
his maximum lag was six items, his resurts may be indicative
of a backward scan process through primary memory ot, in
habituation terms, contact with a decaying activation of a

previous trace.

The Hintzman results appear to the intuitive rogic that
things better remembered are more quickly remembered.

Johnston and uhl (1976) invoked encoding specificity rogic
and presented a paradoxical reration between time to recalr
and abirity to recall. Encoding specificity (tu1ving, 19g3;

Tulving & Thomson, 1973) essentialry maintains that the
conditions at time of study must be reinstated at time of
test for successfur memory performance. This led Johnston

and uhl (1976) to propose that repeated words which are sl_ow

to be recognized during the continuous recognition task will
be the ones that are more likeIy to be variably encoded and
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more likely to be recalled in a free recarl task. Their
pattern of data, though, showed that hit latencies were

fastest for spaced repetitions and were positively
correrated with recall scores (1976, experiment Ir).

The Johnston and uhl study did not manipurate encoding

and their results may be accounted for within a trace
strength model. while additionar effort was applied to
spaced TBRrs it was in the form of repeated processing, not

eraborative processing. Repetition at rong rags, without
experimenter induced variation, is seen as resurting in a

more convergent set of attributes rather that a divergent
set of attributes as proposed by encoding variabirity (Rose,

1980). sti1l, the paradox poses an interesting question for
the ordering of RTs without violating the effort moder. rf
it is Lrue that encoding conditions must be reinstated at
retrieval-, and if total effort is responsible for
memorability, then effort lent to a repeated operation
should speed retrieval (trace strength) and effort rent to a

different operation should slow retrieval (trace

eraboration). For exampre, the Dp conditions of same

process, same attribute (oses) and different process,

different attribute (oaea) may show equivarent effects of
retention but differences in time required for retrievar due

to the additional number of trace attributes which must be

reinstated at retrieval. predictions based on the above
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logic are that RTs will systematicalry increase for both Mp

and DP items as variation in processing increases.

Method

Subiects

subjects were 24 undergraduate psychology students,
participating in partial fulfillment of a course

reguirement. No other incentive was employed.

Materials

Materials were chosen from the paivio, yui1le, and

Madigan (1968) norms. Atr words chosen had a minimum

frequency count of 15 occurences per mirlion words of text
and were scored medium to high on concreteness, imagery, and

meaningfulness. The required 2oB words v¡ere randomry

assigned to one of three categories; a) 84 experimental
items, b) 84 items comprising the "Nev¡" response condition
on the recognition test, and c) 40 filrer items to serve as

a partiar counterbalance for affirmative responses in the
incidental learning phase of the experiment. Experimental
words are listed by category in Àppendix A.

Des i qn

The design consisted of a 2 (spacing: Mp, Dp) X 2

(process: same, different) x 2 (attribute: same, different)
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factorial, and a once-presented condition (1p),

of nine experimental cells. À1I factors were

within-subjects. The following notation is used

the paper:

42

for a total

throughout

O: Denotes processing operation performed. If O is
followed by subscript s, then the processing operation
performed on a repeated item was the same on both
presentations. If O is followed by subscript d, then

the processing operation performed on a repeated item

v¡as different on each presentation of the item.

À: Denotes the primary attribute resultant from

processing operations. If À is foll0wed by subscript
s, then the primary attribute evoked on successive
presentations of a target item were the same

irrespective of processing operations performed. If À

is forlowed by subscript d, then the primary attribute
evoked on successive presentations of an item were

different irrespective of processing operations
per formed .

1P: Denotes a once-presented item.

The eight factoriar conditions are formed by the four
combinations of same versus different processing operations
and same versus different attribute evoked, f.or both massed

practice (t'tp) and distributed practice (pp) conditions.
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List Construction. Orienting questions v¡ere constructed
for the 84 experimental items such that any experimentar
item courd be assigned to any experimentar condition (see

Appendix B). This involved the construction of four
questions per item (two Generate questions and two compare

questions). Àdditional1y, one of each of the Generate and

compare questions had to elicit or evoke the same primary

attribute. This latter stipuration vlas necessary to
construct the Operation-different, Àttribute-same

conditions. To ensure that subject variability was at a

minimum for generated responses which had to conform with
their comparison pairs, a pretest l¡as performed on the

Generate items of operation-different, Attribute-same
question pairs. The 84 experimentar items and their
Generate odÀs orienting questions were given to zo subjects.
subjects were asked to amswer the quesLions about the words

with the first response that came to mind. The response

courd be a single word or a short phrase. Analysis of
pretest resurts showed that 55 of the 84 experimental items
had a consistent response 95 per cent of the time or
greater. The proviso that the 16 items required to complete

the MPodAs and DPodÀs conditions be drawn from those 5s $¡as

placed on the construction of the rist. Àfter the 16 items
v¡ere chosen, aIl- remaining experimental items were randomly

assigned to the remaining conditions. The two operations,
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comparison and generation, were used equally often
throughout the list and appeared equarry often as the first
operation performed for those conditions in which both

operations v¡ere required. Tabre 1 shows an exampre of each

of the four process operation x attribute conditions. when

all target items were

Tab1e1-Followingpage
Cognitive Effort

assigned to conditions, and incidentar tasks constructed,
items were assigned randomly to a presentation rist position
with the following constraints:

1. One half of 1p items appeared in first half of
Iist.

2. One half of all Mp condition items appeared in
first half of Iist.

3. No more than three Mp items occurred in succession.

4. One half of complete Dp pairs appeared in first
half of Iist.

5. Lag for DP pairs was set at 20 items.

6. No more than a total of seven Dp and/or 1p items

occurred in succession.
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Table '1

Exampre of the processing x attribute combinations for the

target word KING.

OsÀs: KING: Does he wear a crown?

KING: does he wear a crown?

OdÀs: KING: Does he vrear a crown?

KING: What does he wear on his head?

OsÀd: KING: tlhat does he wear on his head?

KING: t^there does he s i t ?

OdAd: KING: Does he wear a crown?

KING: Where does he sit?
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At this point fiIler items were added to the rist. The

filler items served two purposesi a) to act as primacy and

recency buffers for the total rist, and b) as a partial
counterbalance to those exoerimental- items requiring a "yes"
response for the comparison task. of the 40 firrer items,
20 were once-presented. The remaining 20 items r.rere divided
equarly between MP and Dp pairs. Atr Mp and Ðp firrer pairs
were necessarily incongruous such that the correct response

f or f iller items r¡as "no, " (u.g., Does a Iion have

f eathers?). Ten of the 1p f illers arso required the ,,no,,

response, while the buf f ers vrere a mix of both task and

response. The acquisition list thus consisted of a totar of
208 presentations (64 Mp and Dp items, 20 1p items, 20 1p

fillers, and 20 Mp and Dp filrers). Four lists vrere

constructed in this manner and each list was rearned by six
subjects. List was introduced to the data anarysis as a

grouping factor.

Test List. The test tist consisted of the g4

experimental items plus 84 distractors. Items were assigned
randomry to a recognition test rist position subject to the
constraint that no more than four consecutive items v¡ere
I'oldt' or "New. " Fil1er items f rom the learning phase did
not appear in the test list.
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Procedure

Subjects yrere seated in a small room with the

experimenter. The incidental phase of the study was

explained as a reaction-time study in concept

identification. The subject was unavrare of the follow-up
recognition test. To lend authenticity to the deception a

microphone vras placed between the experirnenter and the
subject. subjects were tord that the questions read by the
experimenter and the responses given by the subject would be

recorded and that the time between offset of the question
and onset of the response wourd be measured through a voice
key interface to a computer. No such measures were recorded

and subjects v¡ere made alrare of the deception at the close
of the experimental session.

subjects l¡ere instructed that a long rist of questions
was to be read to them and that they should answer each

question as quickly and accurately as possible. Each

question wourd involve a major concept (..g., lion) which

would be accented by the experimenter during reading of the
question. The subject r¡ras tord that questions could be of
two types; a) ves/to questions (comparison), and b)

fill-in-the-brank questions (generation). The subject was

also told that some concepts and/or questions might be

repeated.
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After alr instructions were understood by the subject,
the experimenter read the rist at as fast a pace as the
subject courd comfortabry respond. At an average of g-1 o

seconds per item, this phase of the experiment rasted about

30 minutes.

upon compretion of the incidentar tasks, the subject vras

informed of the recognition test. The subject was taken to
another room and seated in front of a TV monitor. The

subject v¡as told that words wourd be shown on the screen and

that some of the words were the concepts from the rist of
questions they had answered (ora) and some were New words.

The subject was instructed to respond via a response panel
with buttons laberred ord and Newr âs to whether they had

heard the word on the screen during the incidental phase of
the experiment. The subject $ras arso instructed to respond

as quickly and accurately as possibre. Àt a rate of 5

sec/ítem the recognition test phase rasted 14 minutes.
Dependent measures were percent correct recognition and

reaction time. Materiars vrere derivered and measures

recorded by an Àpple II plus microcomputer.

Results and Discussion

Recoqnition Data. AII results are

leve1 of .05 unless otherwise noted.

the overall recognition rates and the

reported at an alpha

Tables2and3show
hit rates by
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condition, respectively. À 2 x z x 2 x 4 mixed analysis of
variance was performed on the factorial conditions with list
number as a grouping variable. The only significant effect
which included list lras the rist x operation x attribute
interaction F(1,20) = 6.62 MSe = 3.93. Excluding the list
factor, the analysis revealed three effects. The main

effects of spacing F(1,23) = 6.49 MSe = o.oogs and attribute
F(1,23) = 12.67 MSe = 0.0083 were significant. The spacing
x attribute interaction was the only other significant
effect F(1,23) = 6.15 MSe = 0.0043. A t-test comparing the
MPosAs condition with the 1p condition was not significant
(t -- 0.22, alpha = .2)

Table 2 and Table 3
Following Pages

The results conform welr to the predictions derived from

the energy model. proportion correct recognition yierded
scores of .889 and .924 for Mp and Dp items, respectivery.
The overall spacing effect was expected. some effect of
encoding was also expected and is seen in the attribute main

ef f ect r^'ith scores of .883 f or attribute-same items versus

.930 for attribute-different items. The operation
manipuration appeared ineffectual as it $ras only involved in
one interaction with the grouping variable.



Table 2

Hi lse Alarm P ons in Ex

Hi ts Mi sses Cor rec t
Rejections

FaIse
Alarms

.891 .109 .832 .168



Table 3

Hit Rate Proportions bn condition in Experiment 1

OsÀs

1 P .840

OdÀs OsAd OdÀd

MP .854 .854 "932 .917

DP .906 .917 .906 .963
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The spacing x attribute interaction is of primary

interest. From Figure 1 it may be seen that the change in
attribute from the first presentation to the second

presentation of a TBRI enhanced memory only for massed

practice items. This situation constitutes the critical
spacing x encoding interaction as predicted from an encoding

variability perspective. These resurts mirror those of
Grenberg and smith (1981). À post hoc scheffe showed that
both DP conditions and the MpÀd condition differed from the
MPAs condition. Further, none of DpAs, DpÀd, and MpÀd

differed from each other. The energy model made the
prediction of a systematic increase among Mp conditiõns as

variation in encoding increased. Given the ineffectiveness
of the operation manipulation, the results partiarly support

the contention that Mp items receiving variable encoding are

better remembered than Mp items receiving a redundant

encodi ng .

Figure 1 - Following Page

The attenuation of spacing effects seen here was

apparently due to the attribute manipulation. The

possibility exists that the interaction may have been
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brought about by a ceiling effect, namery, the suppression

of DP items due to the high level of recognition. Both Rose

(1984) and Glenberg and smith (1981) observed similar
results among distributed conditions at very high revers of
recognition. Glenberg and smith replicated their experiment

with additional manipulations to control for ceiling
effects. They increased the distractor to target ratio from

1:1 to 221 and used a 24 hour retention interval. overarl
performance was depressed relative to the initial experiment

but the patterns of data were identical.

Reaction Time Data. Analysis of variance on

reaction-time latencies for correct responses on the

recognition test yielded littIe of interest. The only
significant effect vras the main effect of spacing with
scores of 1043 msec and 994 msec for Mp and Dp items,
F(1,23) = 11.75 MSe = 10,180. whire Dp items were expected

to be faster overaIl, specific predictions rested on

systematic variation in RT with systematic variation in
encoding. The best interpretation of these results conforms

to the popurar wisdom that things better remembered are more

quickly remembered. These systematic variations vrere not

observed as there was no main effect of encoding nor a

significant interaction. The specific predictions were

based on an assumption that all of the encoding context
would be reinstated at time of test. rf onry a portion of
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the encoding context must be reinstated to effect a decision
concerning the presence or absence of a target in the list,
then onry those strongest traces (i.e., Dp items) wourd show

beneficiar effects with respect to reaction times. rt may

be the case that those items which received distributed
presentations will show speeded judgments due to the extra
semantic activation they enjoy.

Experiment I I

since the majority of past researches on spacing effects
have used free recalr (FR) as the dependent measure, it v¡as

desirabre to replicate Experiment r with a free recarr task.
Experiment rI tested the predictions of the effort model

using FR as the dependent measure. The use of free recaIl
requires one to limit the size of the acquisition list. To

this end onry the most divergent processing combinations
(osas and odAd) were used. The encoding same (s) condition
reguired the same encoding question on both presentations

and the encoding different (n) condition required a

different processing operation and a different primary

attribute on the second presentation of a TBRI. predictions

are the same as for Experiment I, namely, overall Dp

superiority and enhanced retention for differentially
encoded items under Mp only.
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Previous studies have failed to find the criticar spacing
x encoding interaction in recaI1. As mentioned earlier this
rack of result may have been a joint product of experimental
materiars and the types of orienting tasks emproyed. Rose

(1984) aia find the spacing x encoding interaction, but it
was not brought about by elevation of Mp variably encoded

condition scores. Grenberg and smith (1991) obtained main

effects for both spacing and encoding but not the
interaction. Despite the rack of this interaction, both
Rose and Grenberg and smith showed facititative effects of
variabre encoding in a Mp situation. Encoding effects $¡ere

invariabty absent in earlier researches. Given the
predictive varue of the energy model with respect to
recognition memory performance, it is expected that the
model will correctly predict the existence of both main

effects and the interaction in free recal1 memory.

Method

Subiects

subjects vrere 24 undergraduate students from the same

pool used in Experiment r. No subject served in both

exper iments.
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Materials

A subset of words vJere chosen from those used in
Experiment r. Fifty words were randomry chosen from the

'experimentail items from Experiment r and assigned to the
following categories; a) 34 experimental_ items, and b) 16

filler items to serve as a counterbalance for the

affirmative response in learning and to act as primacy and

recency buffers.

Des i qn

The design consisted of a 2 (spacing: Mp, Dp) X z

(encoding, S, D) factorial, and a once-presented (1p)

condition for a total of five experimental ceIls. ÀII
f actors vrere within subjects.

List construction. of the 34 experimental items 10 v¡ere

assigned to the 1P condition. The remaining 24 words were

randomly assigned to one of the four factorial cerrs. once

all ce1ls vrere fitred, orienting questions vrere constructed
which satisfied condition requirements. The two operations,
comparison and generation Ì{ere used equally often throughout

the rist and appeared equarry often as the first operation
for those conditions in which both tasks were required.
when alr TBRIs vrere assigned to conditions and orienting
tasks constructed, TBRIs were randomly assigned to a
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presentation Iist position subject to the same constraints
as in Experiment r. Filler items srere arso added in the
same manner. The 16 filler items vrere broken down as

f ollows: I 1P it.ems (4-no, 4-yes) and 4 Mp and 4 Dp items

all using the comparison operation and ar-I requiring the

'No' response. Primacy and recency buffers were a mixture
of task and response but did not include any experimental
items. The acquisition rist thus consisted of a total of g4

presentations (Z+ Mp and Dp items, 10 1p items, g 1p

fillers, and I MP and Dp firlers). Àgain, four such rists
were constructed and rist r.ras introduced as a grouping

variable in the data analysis.

Procedure

The procedure was identical to that of Experiment r for
the learning phase. After completion of the rearning phase

subjects were given an unexpected free recalI task.
subjects v¡ere handed a sheet of paper with spaces for s0

words and asked to recaLl as many of the central concepts

they heard as they cou1d.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the results of the free recarl test. A 2 x
2 x 4 mixed analysis of variance was performed on the

factoriar conditions with list as a grouping variabre. List



did not interact with any effects
that both main effects were signi
interaction was not. The main ef

5.80 MSe = 2.33 yietded scores of

for DP items. The main effect of
MSe = 0.86 yielded scores of 1.96

2.54 for differentially encoded i
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. The analysis revealed

ficant but that the

fect of spacing F(1,23) =

1.88 f or MP items and 2.63

encoding F(1,23) = 9.49

for same-encoded items and

tems.

Figure 2 - Following Page

The two contror conditions vrere compared to the Mp same

encoding condition. The once presented Generate items did
not differ from the MPS condition (arpha equar to .2, two

taired). The 1e comparison items however, did differ from

the MPS conditiorr and the 1p generate condition (t(23 =

2.39, L23 = 1.49, alpha = .Z). The result suggested a

generation effect with subject generated attributes
producing higher levers of recarr than simple verification.
This difference shourd not affect interpretation of
repetition condition results as task was completely

counterbalanced within all conditions.

The resurts disconfirm the energy moder in that variabre
encoding had a greater beneficiar effect for distributed
practice items than for massed practice items. white
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variable encoding enhanced recall of Mp iÈems about to the

lever of DP same-encoded items, greater gains were evident
for DP items pushing the interaction (although

nonsignificant) in a direction opposite from that predicted.

rf, however, a ceiling effect is present in Experiment 1,

then the rikery case is that the recognition results shourd

parallel those of recall from Experiment 2. rf this is the
case' then onry the main effects of spacing and encoding

would be present, and the lack of the elusive spacing x

encoding interaction would not pose a problem for
reconc i.l iat ion of the di f f erent ial ef f ects of var iable
encoding between recognition and reca11. The results of
Rose (1984) may also suffer from a ceiling effect. If
Rose's DP variably encoded items were in fact suppressed by

a ceil-ing effect then the true pattern of data wourd revear

both main effects but not the interaction. onry Grenberg

and smith (1981) have observed a reriable interaction free
from the rival explanation of a ceiting effect. Their data,
however, still showed an encoding advantage within Dp

conditions.

À point that must be considered concerns the differential
effects of variabre encoding in recognition and recall.
support for the energy model is craimed on the basis of
results from Experiment r while the results of Experiment rr
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tend to disconfirm the model. Differences between the two

patterns of data may be isolated to the Dp variably encoded

items showing superiority over Dp same-encoded items in
recarl but not in recognition. Given the identicarity of
the manipurations, materiars, and instructions to subjects,
it appears that an encoding-onry interpretation of spacing

effects is insufficient. rn the interests of theoretical
parsimony it is more desirabre to incorporate aspects of
retrieval into any attempt at expranation of spacing effects
rather than to posit two types of spacing effect under

reca1l and recognition.

By making an amendment to the energy modeÌ the present
differences between recarl and recognition may be accounted

for and easily testable predictions may be generated. The

amendment to the model concerns how that energy must be used

for successful retrieval of the TBRr within its encoding

context. The first assumption of the energy model was that
the retrievability of an item is a function of the total
volume of cognitive energy accorded that item. The

statement that effort is sorely responsible for retention of
TBRIs was derived by equating the effects of elaboration
with the effects of strengthening or repeating processing.
Here, elaboration is seen as the case when two different
attributes have been presented with a given word and have an

arbitrary theoretical strength of one rearning triar.
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strengthening is seen as the repetition of identicar
processing under distributed conditions and the attribute
wourd have an arbitrary theoretical strength of two rearning
trials. The effects of eraboration and strength were

equated on the basis of effort. under the energy moder both

an eraborated and a stregthened set of attributes were

considered to add equal retentive value to a TBRI on

condition that fuIl processing occurred at each

presentation. This reasoning red to predictions concerning

the equivalence of DP condition scores.

The results of Experiment 1 support the originar analysis
and total effort reliably predicted the observed pattern of
data. Under recall conditions, however, the degree of
eraboration appears to have an effect independent of the

totar volume of processing accorded an item. Generally,
successful retrieval involves a sufficient overlap between

cues present at retrieval and the products of the encoding

process (craik, 1981¡ Tulving & watkins, 1975). Given that
the acquisition procedures vrere identicar between the two

experiments, observed data pattern differences appear to be

a product of retrieval tasks. Às craik (1981) states, the
processes may be very similar in recall and recognition but

the information utilized from the trace may be very

di f ferent .
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consider the basic difference between recognition and

recall in a simple incidental task requiring the answering

of one orienting question for each TBRI. Arl TBRIs are
presented once. rn the recognition task a nominar copy of
the TBRI is presented which activates the concept in
semantic memory. The subject must then retrieve the
conditions at time of acquisition (i.e., the encoding
question) and make some decision as to whether the presented

word is old or new. Thus the reinstitution of the encoding

context becomes the means by which the target is judged. rn
a recalr task the subject must generate both the TBRI and

the conditions at acquisition, compare them and then make a

response decision. The recarr task is harder not only
because the retrievar cue is entirely contextuar but arso
because more information must be retrieved before a decision
can be made.

consider first the results of Experiment r, particularry
the spacing x attribute interaction. presentation of a

nominar copy of a TBRI activates the representation of that
word in semantic memory. Thus recognition subsumes the
lending of cognitive effort to generation of the TBRI. Àt

this point successful memory performance depends upon the
retrieval of Lhe encoding context. That is, some encoded

attribute or characteristic of the encoding task must be

retrieved to act as a decision criterion. Maintaining the
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idea that the effects of strength and eraboration are egual,
the conditions of MPÀd, DPÀs, and DpAd alr have an equal

opportunity to be recognized by virtue of having either two

different attributes associated with them or, in the case of
DPAs' a repeated but strengthened attribute. The MpAs

condition wirr show poorer performance because it has

minimal strength and minimal elaboration associated with it,

rn the situation of free recall (Experiment rI) both the
TBRr and some portion of the encoding context must be

retrieved for successful memory performance. However, due

to the necessity for recarl of at reast two items (rsnr and

one attribute) t¡e number of retrieval paths as werl as the
sum of energy at encoding jointty determine the probability
of recall. Thus to account for the results of Experiment

rr, the difference between condition DpD and Dps is seen as

the product of an extra retrieval path present for DpD, and

the difference between condition DpD and condition MpD is a

product of the extra energy of activation at p2 for DpD.

Having observed a virtuarly identicar pattern of resul_ts

as the present study, Grenberg and smith (1981) proposed

differentiar retrievar effects for recognition and recarl
under identicar encoding conditions. Their explanation is
derived from Glenberg's (1979) component levers theory.
Glenberg and smith proposed several components which are
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present in a trace as a result of encoding conditions and

which inLeract with memory tasks in a differentiar manner.

The two components to be considered here are calred
contextual components and descriptive components.

contextual components are dependent upon some general

context present at the encoding of a word. This context is
assumed to drift or change over time such that Dp items will
naturally show more contextual variabirity than Mp items.
This context is said to be unaffected by specific encoding

tasks. Descriptive components are the encoded

characteristics of the word stimuli. The specific
descriptive components of a trace are dependent on both the
encoding task and the context at the time of presentation.
Descriptive components will vary as a function of the
specific orienting task and as a function of drift in
context. Thus, even under same encoding conditions Dp items
will have greater variabirity in descriptive components due

to the drift in context over time.

under free recarr conditions the onty retrieval cue is
the test context such that a spacing effect is predicted for
both same encoded and different encoded items. under

recognition conditions the retrieval cue is said to be

descriptive. Descriptive components may be encoded, ât
test, from nominal copies of target words. For same-encoded
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items a spacing effect is predicted due to the variability
in descriptive components brought about by contextual drift
for DP items. The different encoded items, however, are

both rich in descriptive components and the spacing effect
wiIl be attenuaLed in recognition.

Despite ignoring the effects of descriptive components in
reca11, this formulation of differentiar interactions
between encoding and retrieval is a useful heuristic for
providing a more comprete account of spacing effects.
However, resorution of the differential effects of variable
effort encoding in recognition and recarr rests not on an

expranation of why variabry encoded Mp items show enhanced

performance but rather why these encoding effects are

differential for Dp items. Ànother problem this explanation
encounters is that the contextual component remains

reratively undefined. one assumes that it is some

constelration of uncontrol-l-abre factors such as mood,

arousal, time tagging, effects of preceding items, etc. The

assertion that the contextuar component is unaffected by

encoding tasks and has some naturar drift over time
resulting in a richer descriptive component implies some

elaborate form of encoding variability.

under the present mode1, that factor which applies onry
to DP items, is a function of time, and contributes to
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retrievability, has been called the effect of an

semantic activation. If that is substituted for
and Smith's context factor, then the descriptive
are the attributes from the current manipulation.
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General Discusion

several guestions arise as to what constitutes the
spacing effect and what contributions the present

experiments can make to riterature concerning spacing

effects. First, what can properry be considered attenuation
of spacing effects? Second, what direction should
reprication and extension of this project take and, finarry,
what are some of the more general questions which require
investigation.

Àttenuation of spacing effects is typicarly described as

the erasure of Mp item performance deficits, rerative to Dp

items, due to some experimental manipuration. statisticar
support is reported in terms of a spacing x encoding

interaction. As stated earlier, the existence of
differences among distributed Iearning conditions has seldom

been observed although it should have been predicted from an

encoding variability perspective. with the exception of
Glenberg and smith (1981) data have shown either no

difference among Dp conditions or an advantage for Dp same

encoded items in reca]l. The majority of these studies used
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rating scales as encoding tasks (cf. Rose , 1gg4) . The

present study made the assumption that no differences wourd

be present among DP conditions but a difference was observed

in free recal1.

The situation from Experiment I may be described as

attenuation of spacing effects due to the experimental
manipulation being beneficial only for Mp items. Nowhere in
the encoding variability literature is it stated that to
discover the basis of spacing effects one must instilute a

manipulation that benefits Mp items but does not benefit Dp

items. stilr, support for any such theory is derived from

the existence of the spacing x encoding interaction when it
is due solely to erevation of Mp item performance. The

logical assertion that the performance of different encoding

tasks should enhance Mp items while simultaneously
depressing DP items has been ignored within the encoding

variability riterature. without accounting for concomitant
memory performance among Dp conditions the attenuation of
spacing effects based on Mp variably encoded item

equivarence to DP items remains a statistical attenuation
and does not provide support for the manipulation being
performed as the basis for spacing effects, but merely a way

to overcome them.
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rn order to avoid these logicar probrems, the mechanism

proposed to attenuate spacing effects must invorve a

manipuration which naturarry occurs during distributed
practice and wiII not enhance distributed practice
performance when reinstituted in the form of an experimental
manipulation. The energy model supposed that the mechanism

underlying DP superiority was encoding effort. The model

gave rise to the prediction of differential effects of
variable encoding between Mp and Dp and this prediction was

supported by the recognition experiment. under these

conditions the spacing x encoding interaction is
interpretable in fuIl.

rf the desire in the investigation of spacing effects is
to overcome the advantage of distributed pactice, then this
has been accomplished in both recognition and recarl (Rose,

1984; Glenberg & smith, 1gg1). rf, ofi the other hand, the
underlying basis for the effect is the subject of study,
then one must decide what constitutes evidence in favour of
one explanation over another. Barring ceiling effects, when

the spacing x encoding interaction is present as welr as

both main effects, the manipuration employed is seen as

having differential effects between Mp items and Dp items.
Expranation of why such a manipuration does not have a

beneficial effect for Dp items must be an integrar part of
the mechanism proposed to underly such effects. when the
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spacing x encoding interaction is not present, spacing

effects are said not to be attenuated despite variably
encoded MP items showing scores equivarent to Dp same

encoded items. Thus, while spacing effects are overcome, ât
reast to this extent, the manipuration used is not seen as

underlying the effect. Àdditionally, Rose (1984), Klein and

saltz (1976), Glenberg and smith (1981), and the present

study have all shown clear beneficial effects of variable
encoding for MP items. without the spacing x attribute
interaction (particurarry in recalr) these results are not
construed as being supportive of any theory of spacing

effects.

The purpose of this thesis Ì{as to test an encoding ef f ort
model of the within-list Mp-Dp effect. Based on notions of
encoding variability, encoding effort, habituation, and

reconstruction, a moder l¡as proposed that incorporated
various aspects of these perspectives and rested on three
assumptions. The assumptions were that; a) memorabirity for
an item is a product of the totar vorume of effortful
semantic processing accorded that item, b) under Mp

conditions the trace resultant from p1 is present at p2, and

c) the amount of effortful processing performed at p2 is
subjugated by the degree of simirarity between tasks at p1

and P2. support for the latter two assumptions was obtained
in both experiments. The first assumption was supported by
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one experiment and denied by the other. A restatement of
the first assumption must qualify the effects of total
effort with respect to retrieval task demands. For example,

memorability for an item is a product of the total effortful
semantic processing accorded that item which is consonant

with the retrieval environment. when the retrievat
environment is cue-scarce (recart) both the volume of effort
expended and the number of retrievar routes to a TBRI

jointly determine retention. When the retrieval environment
is cue-explicit (recognition and cued recarl) onry the
effort involved in encoding which is not reinstituted by the
test (nominal copies of TBRIs and cues) determines
retent ion.

Further assumptions made about the rore of eraboration in
recarl suggests a series of experiments involving
recognition, recalr, and cued recarr. À simple $ray to test
these assunptions would be to conduct a spacing experiment
where three repetitions are used and either zeto, two t er
three tasks are different for each of the repetitions for a

given TBRI. Three tasks, x, yt and z are presented with
massed and distributed items. within a recognition test
situation, conditions Mpxyz (three different tasks), Dpxyz,

and DPXXX (three identical tasks) should all be

statisticarly indistinguishabre. under recaLl, however, one

v¡ou1d expect condition Dpxyz to exceed performance 1eve1s
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for both DPxxx and Mpxyz. The use of three, two or one

tasks on each of three presentations arlows a crear test of
the differential effects of variabre encoding among Dp

conditions. rf additional attributes are beneficial in Dp

only under conditions of free recarr, then one wourd expect
no differences in recognition rates among conditions Dpxxx,

DPxxY, and DPxYz, but a systematic increase in free recalr
scores as the number of availabre retrieval paths combined

with the total cognitive effort of processing to determine
recallabi 1 i ty.

Another simpre test would be to conduct a cued recall
test similar to that of Experiment rr. cued recalr may be

seen as the corollary to recognition memory in that the
acquisition context is suppried and only the TBRI need be

recarred. The negation of an energy requirement for one

harf of the decision pair (attribute) shourd result in a

pattern of data that shows no effect of encoding but only a

main effect of spacing. providing the descriptive component

of the trace would leave the energy of semantic activation
as the only operative component in retrieval of the TBRI.

Encoding effort is still- seen as the underlying basis for
spacing effects assuming that the product of that effort is
usable at retrieval. crearry, a complete account of spacing
effects must include both study and test procedures.
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rn conclusion, three topic areas shourd be noted for
further study along the lines of this project. They are; a)

measures of encoding effort and orienting task
manipulations, b) encoding/retrieval interactions, and c)
voluntary versus involuntary mechanisms.

rn this thesis an assumption was made that systematically
varying task overlap wourd read to systematic variation in
encoding effort. No measure of encoding effort was used.

The RT data of Rose (1984) was used as rationale for the
current manipuration as the tasks r{ere very similar to those
Rose used. rt would be desirable to further investigate
measures of encoding effort. However, the RT latency method

does not lend itself to many other orienting tasks such as

constructing sentences, providing definitions¡ oF relational
processing. These longer tasks arso severery inhibit
acguisition list length for recognition çtudies.

The manipulation of operation and attribute in Experiment

I stem from a desire to factorially combine the endpoint of
a processing task with two types of task. Reservations v¡ere

expressed from some guarters (correctly, in retrospect) that
the operation-different attribute-same manipulation did not
constitute a manipuration of encoding. rndeed the answering
of KING: Does he v¡ear a crovrn? immediately af ter KING:

what does he wear on his head? was probably guided by a
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simple top-down process rather than going through effortful
semantic processing. rn terms of a network moder of
semantic memory, the highry primed nature of KrNG, cRowN,

and the relation between them, apparently reregated this
manipuration to the status of the MposÀs condition. Hence,

in these experiments, attribute was far more relevant than

operation per s€, although the use of free associates or

consistency judgments are certainly worth investigating as

operationally dif ferent processes.

The second topic, encoding-retrieval interactions, is
certainly not new but begs to be explored within the domain

of spacing paradigms. Apart from the posteriori explanation
of encoding-retrievar interacLions offered earlier, and the
accompanying mini-experiments, a replication of Experiment r

is in order employing some controls that ensure the resurts
are not a product of a ceiring effect (cf. Glenberg & smith,
1981).

The clear imprication of differential results for recall
and recognition under identical encoding conditions is that
the traces resultant from encoding are accessed

differentially or that different information is utitized
from the trace. conditions under which these differential
resurts do not obtain may enhance understanding of spacing
effects. Àdditionally, the suggestion from the introduction
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that a single 'deep' analysis may be more beneficiar than

two 'shaIlow' analyses may be interesting to test.

The finar area to be discussed is the situation with
respect to voruntary versus involuntary mechanisms as the
source of the spacing effect. Initiatly, the extra
activation enjoyed under Dp conditions was seen as Lhe prime

determinant in spacing effects. The inabitity to appry
effort to an arready activated Lrace is considered an

invoruntary mechanism. providing support for involuntary
mechanism explanations requires that performance be

unaffected by instructionar variables (Hintzman, 1974¡

shaughnessy, 1976) . Experimental manipuration, however, Dây

affect such involuntary mechanisms. rn the investigation of
habituation or effort models an attempt must be made to
specify the nature of the temporar gradient of recovery and

its rerationship to task demands. Hintzman (1974) set the
temporal gradient of recovery at about 1 5 seconds to account
for spacing effects. That is in effect saying that whatever

the true gradient of recovery, at reast 15 seconds must pass

before statisticalry significant gains in memory can be

measured. Furl recovery is armost certainry not comprete

af ter '15 seconds. Both Rose ( 1984 ) and Johnston and uh1

(1976) noted that arthough Dp items invariably took ronger
to process than Mp items, Dp repetitions did show a slighL
decrease in RT from the first presentation.
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The institution of very different orienting questions v¡as

used as a means to overcome the habituated or primed trace
in a MP situation. Further investigation of habituation
moders should attempt to somehow disrupt the activated
nature of the P1 trace such that Mp same-encoded items show

the same performance revers as Dp same-encoded items.
Alternatively, subjugation of recovery from the temporal
gradient, thereby depressing Dp performance, may also herp

elucidate some factor contributing to the within-rist Mp-Dp

effect. rf either of these situations may be attained then

the question of whether contact between the p1 trace and the
P2 encoding operations is a product of forward persisting
energy (Hintzman, 1976) or backward memory scan (Jacoby,

1978) may be resolved.
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Àppendix À

Exper imental Mater ials

Àcquisition Words

ADMTRÀL ÀPPLE

BARREL BEÀVER

BRÀIN BREEZE

CATERPILLAR CÀVE

CHIN CIRCLE

DEVIL DIAMOND

DREÀM DRESS

FOX FROG

GOLD GOLF

HOTEL HOUND

LAWN LEMON

MONEY MONK

MULE PÀLACE

PIPE PRIEST

RIVER SHÀDOI^I

SULPHER STAR

TOÀST TRUMPET

ARROW

BT RD

BULLET

CATTLE

COÀST

DT SEÀSE

FLAG

GARDEN

GRÀSS

JUDGE

LETTER

MONTH

PAPER

PRÏ SON

SNÀKE

SUGAR

WHEAT

AUTHOR

BOOK

BUTTER

CELL

COLLEGE

DOOR

FLOOD

GEESE

HARP

KING

MÀRRIÀGE

MOSS

PENCI L

RAI LROAD

SOI L

TABLE

WINTER

BÀR

CODE

FI RE

TNK

MEADOW

POET

SHORE

AUTOMOBI LE

BOTTLE

CAMP

CHAI R

DÀWN

DOVE

FORK

GT FT

HORSE

LAKE

MÀST

MOUNTÀIN

PI CTURE

RÀTTLE

SQUARE

THI EF

BOULÐER

COIN

FOAM

JOURNÀL

MEAT

POLE

SKIN

Àcquisition

ANGLE

CABIN

DEÀTH

GI RL

KETTLE

OCEAN

QUEEN

List Fil-1er

ÀNKLE

CANDY

DOCTOR

HOSPI TAL

LENGTH

OVEN

SÀLÀD

I tems

ARTI ST

cÀsH

FÀCTORY

HOSTÀGE

MARKET

OXYGEN

SHI P



STORM

Recognition

AGONY

BÀRON

BOSS

BUTCHER

CI TY

CONTRACT

CRIME

ELEPHANT

FUR

HEÀVEN

LAW

NEPHEW

PARTY

PRAI RI E

SEAT

SWAMP

VALLEY

SUNSET THORN

Test trNOrr

ALCOHOL

BEGGAR

BOWL

CÀNE

CLÀW

CORN

DOLL

ENGINE

GÀLLERY

HOOF

MÀCHINE

NURSERY

PEPPER

PROFESSOR

SHOES

TI CKET

VI CTIM

WINDOW

Response Words

AMBÀSSÀDOR ANSWER

BLOOD BLOSSOM

BOY BRONZE

CÀT CHIEF

CLOCK COFFEE

CORNER COTTON

DOLLAR DUST

FISHERMAN FOREHEAD

GEM GHOST

HOUSE IRON

METAL MOOD

OÀTS OFFICER

PIÀNO PLAIN

PUPIL RESTÀURANT

SKY SLAVE

TOBACCO TOWER

WEÀPON WINE

ARMY

BOÀRD

BUI LDING

CHRI STMAS

COLONY

CRÀDLE

EARTH

FOREST

HÀMMER

JELLY

MURDER

PÀINTER

POTÀTO

ROCK

STREET

TRUCK



Àppendix B

Orienting Questions f or Experimental Words and FiIler Ï^iords.

(H.9. experimentar items are divided into the 55 whichsatisfied all conditions and the remaining 29 words.)

Exper imental :

ÀPPLE

Is a ripe one red?

What colour is a ripe one?

Does it gro$r on trees?

What is the center of it called?
ARROW

Is it shot from a bow?

What is it shot from?

Is it sharp?

What is on the shaft?

AUTHOR

Do they write?

What do they do?

Do they use typewriters?

Who sells their product?

BÀRREL

Is it. made of wood?

What is it made of?

Does it ro11?

What shape is it?
BEÀVER

Ðoes it build dams?

what does it build?

Is it on a nickel?



What shape is it's tail?
BOOK

Àre they found in libraries?
Where do you find them?

Do they have covers?

What do you do with them?

BOTTLE

Is it made of glass?

What is it made ot.?

Does it hold liquids?
How do you open it?
CÀTERPI LLAR

Does it turn into a butterfly?
What does it turn into?

Does it have legs?

What is it's nest called?

CÀTTLE

Do they form a herd?

What is a group of them called?

Do they live on the range?

What are the male ones called?

CELL

Does it have a nucl-eus?

What is the center of it called?

rs it alive?

How does it grow?

CHÀI R

Do you sit on it?
I^fhat do you do on it?



Are some of them rockers?

What is the name for a comfortable one?

CHIN

Is it on your face?

Where is it?
Do some have clefts in them?

Who shaves there?

CI RCLE

Is it round?

What shape is it?
Is it symmetrical?

What is a piece of one called?

COAST

Is Los Angeles on the west one?

Which one is Vancouver on?

Is it where water meets land?

Who lives there?

COLLEGE

Does it have a dean?

Who is the head of it?
Ðoes it have classrooms?

Who goes there?

DÀWN

Is it when the sun rises?

What happens then?

Do roosters crov¡ then?

What direction does it start in?

DEVI L

Is he evil?



What does he represent?

Does he have a forked tail?
Where does he come from?

DOOR

Does it have a knob?

What is the handle called?

Do some have tocks?

How do you open them?

DOVE

Is it a symbol for peace?

I^lhat is it a symbol for?

Are they white?

What colour are they?

DREÀM

Àre some of them nightmares?

What are the scary ones called?
Do they happen when you sleep?

When do they occur?

DRESS

Do you wear it?
What do you do v¡ith it?
Is it all one piece?

I^lhere do you keep it?
FOX

Is it sIy?

What character trait does it have?

Àre they carniverous?

Who hunts them?

GARDEN



Do they have weeds?

What don't you want to grovr in them?

Does it contain vegetables?

Who looks after it?
GEESE

Do they fly in a vee?

What formation do they fly in?

Do they live in the north?

What are they covered wittr?

GOLF

Do you play it with clubs?

What do you hit the ball wittr?

Is par a good score?

Who is famous for ít?
GRASS

Is it green?

What colour is it?
Does it grow in a playground?

What eats it?
HARP

Are its sounds made with strings?
What makes its sounds?

Is it played with the fingers?

Where can you hear one?

HOUND

Is it used for hunting?

What sport are they used for?

Does it have a tail?
What is its keenest sense?
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JUDGE

Does he work in court?

Where does he work?

Does he use a gavel?

What is his job?

KING

Does he vJear a crown?

What does he vrear on his head?

Does he hold a sceptre?

Where does he sit?
LAKE

Do fish live in it?
What lives in it?
Do streams empty into it?
What is it made of?

LEMON

Is it sour?

How does it taste?

Is it yetlow?

What do you do with it?
LETTER

Do you put them in envelopes?

What do you put them in?

Do you put a stamp on them?

Who delivers them?

MÀRRIÀGE

Is it done in a church?

Where do you do it?
Does it involve making vows?
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What is the woman called?

MAST

Does it hold sails up?

What is used for?

rs it ta11?

I^fho uses them?

MONTH

Is April one of them?

What is the fourth one called?
Àre there twelve of them?

How long is ít?
MOUNTAIN

Does it have a peak?

What is the top of it called?

Do some of them have snov¡ on them?

What is the biggest one called?

MULE

Is it stubborn?

What character trait does it have?

Àre they used as pack animals?

What is it similar to?

PÀLÀCE

Do they have moats around them?

What is the trench around them call_ed?

Do royalty Iive there?

What are they made of.?

PAPER

Do you write on it?
What do you do with it?
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Does it burn?

What is it made from?

PENCI L

Does it have an eraser?

What's on the other end?

Are some coloured?

When do you sharpen it?
PI CTURE

Do you take it with a camera?

How do you take one?

Does it come from fitm?

Who takes them?

PI PE

Do you smoke it?
What do you do with it?
Does it have a stem?

How do you start it?
PRI EST

Is he Catholic?

What religion is he?

Does he preach?

When does he work?

PRI SON

Is it used to house criminals?

Who Iives there?

Ðo guards work there?

Who's in charge there?

RÀI LROAD

Do trains travel on it?
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What travels on it?
Is it made of steel?

tiho drives on it?
RATTLE

Is it a toy for a baby?

who plays with it?
Does it make a noise?

What does it do?

RIVER

Is a bridge built over

I.Ihat do you build over

Does it have banks?

What travels on it?
SHÀDOW

Do you see them during the day?

When do you see them?

Can they vary in size?

How are they caused?

SQUÀRE

Does it have four sides?

How many sides does it have?

I s it symmetrical-?

How many corners does it have?

STÀR

Do you see them a night?

When do you see them?

Are they far away?

Who studies them?

SUGÀR

it?
ir?
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Is it sweet?

How does it taste?

Does it cause cavities?
What do you put it on?

THI EF

Does he steal?

What does he do?

Is he dishonest?

Who catches him?

TOAST

Is it made from bread?

What is it made with?

Do you put jam on it?
I^lhen do you eat it?
WINTER

Does i t snoh' then ?

What falls during it?
Is it cold?

When does it end?

ÀDMI RAL

Is he in charge of a fteet?
What is he in charge of?

What colour is his uniform?

Whom does he work for?

AUTOMOBI LE

Does it run on gas?

What makes it run?

Does it have tires?
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Where do you use it?
BI RD

Do they live in nests?

Where do they tive?
Do they lay eggs?

How do they travel?
BRAIN

Is it made up of neurons?

What is it made of.?

Does it control your body?

What colour is it?
BREEZE

Is it a mild wind?

What is a strong one called?

Is it soothing on a hot day?

I{here i sn ' t there one ?

BULLET

Is it made of lead?

What is it made of?

Does it travel fast?

What is it fired from?

BUTTER

Is it made from milk?

T^lhat is it made from?

Is it soft?

What colour is it?
CÀMP

Do you use tents in it?
What do you sleep in?
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Is it in a park?

When do you go to one?

cÀvE

Do bears live in them?

What lives in them?

Do bats live in them?

Where do you find them?

DIÀMOND

Is it used on rings?

What jewellery is it found on?

Is it hard?

What are its sides called?

DI SEÀSE

Are they caused by viruses?

What causes them?

Àre some of them fatal?
f^Ihat is a common one?

FLÀG

Is it made of cloth?

What is it made of.?

Is it flown during holidays?

What does it represent?

FLOOD

Is it contained by a dike?

What will contain it?
Is it caused by rain?

l.then does it occur?

FORK

Does it have tines?
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What are the prongs called?
Is it used to pick up food?

When do you use it?
FROG

Does it jump?

How does it move?

Does it croak?

What does it est?

GI FT

Do you give it to a friend?
Who do you give it to?

Is it the thought that counts?

When do you give them?

GOLD

Do you find it in a mine?

Where is it found?

Is it valuable?

Where is it stored?

HORSE

Ðoes it eat hay?

I^lhat does it eat?

Is the female called a mare?

Who rides them in a race?

HOTEL

Do you use them on vacation?

When do you stay there?

Do they have bellhops?

Who cleans the rooms?

LÀWN
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Do you have to mow it?
What do you do to maintain it?
Can you bowl on it?
How do you nourish it?
MONEY

Do you buy things with it?
What is it used for?

Is some of it silver?
Where do you save it?
MONK

Does he wear a robe?

What does he wear?

Was Rasputin one?

Who do they worship?

MOSS

Does it grovr on trees?

I^lhere does it grow?

Do you find it on antlers?
What does it feel like?
SNÀKE

Does it have scales?

What is it covered wittr?

Are some of them constrictors?
Hor+ does it move?

SOI L

Do plants grow in it?
What grows in it?
Do worms live in it?
Who tills it?
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SULPHER

Is it used to make matches?

What is it used to make?

Is it an element?

What does it smell like?
TÀBLE

Ðo you eat at it?
What do you do at it?
rs it flat?
How many legs does it have?

TRUMPET

Is it made of brass?

What is it made of.?

Is it used for jazz music?

How do you play it?
WHEÀT

Does it grovr in a f ield?

Where does it grow?

Is it ground in a mill?
How is it harvested?

Àcquisition List Filler and Buffer Words

CÀSH: Where do you save it?
DEATH: What can cause it?
GIRL: What's a name for one?

INK: I^lhat colour is it?
MEAT: How do you cook it?
FIRE: Is iT coTd?
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JOURNAL: IS iI a !oo1?

MEADOW: Is it full of trees?

POET: Ðoes he do manual labour?

SHORE: Is it the same as the horizon?

ARTIST: Do they paint houses?

CÀBIN: Does it have a basement?

CANÐY: Does it taste bad?

COIN: Are they triangular?
CODE: Is it the same a a password?

FACTORY: Do children work there?

HOSTÀGE: Are they free?

KETTLE: Is it made of plastic?
MARKET: Is everything free there?

NAIL: Do you put them in with a screwdriver?

FOAM

rs it hard?

Is it a type of food?

HOSPI TÀL

Do lawyers work there?

Is it for healthy people?

OCEÀN

Is it smal1?

Is it orange?

POLE

Is it made of stone?

Are they short?

QUEEN

Is she poor?

Does she live in a hut?
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SÀLAD

Is it served in a cup?

Is it served after the main course?

STORM

Is it calm?

Does it happen indoors?

SUNSET

Is it just before morning?

Is it like an eclipse?

THORN

Is it soft?

Do you eat it?
WINDOW

Is it unbreakable?

Do closets have them?

ÀNGLE

Is it curved?

Does it have five sides?

ANKLE

Is it on your arm?

Do you have three of them?

BÀR

Do you sleep there?

Is it for animals?

BOULDER

Is it made of wood?

rs it ftat?
DOCTOR

Do they injure people?
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Is it the same as a nurse?

LENGTH

Is it in kilograms?

Does it measure speed?

OVEN

Does it keep things cold?

I s it a musical- instrument?

OXYGEN

Is it poison?

Is it a mineral?

SKIN

Is it made of calcium?

Is it on the inside of your body?

SHI P

Does it have tires?
Does it Lravel on land?


